ATTALID GENEALOGY.

Attalos of Tios = Boa of Paphlagonia  Seleukos Nikator = Apame

PHILETAIROS (ca. 300–263)
  Eumenes = Satyra  Attalos = ?  Achaios = ?  Antiochos I

EUMENES I (263-241)  Philetairos II  Attalos = Antiochis

Apollonis of Kyzikos = ATTALOS I (241-197)

? = EUMENES II = (1) Stratonike (2) = ATTALOS II (160/59-138)
  (daughter of Ariathres IV of Kappadokia)

ARISTONIKOS (133-128)  ATTALOS III (138-133)

Key:  = marriage or liaison.

  CAPITALS  reigning monarch.

  Lower Case  Member of family.

  ?  Unknown individual.

  (# - #) Years of reign.

Horizontal order does not indicate birth order.
Numbers in parentheses indicate order of marriages for each individual.
Table partly based on P. Green, *Alexander to Actium*, (London, 1990), p738.